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The split band turning strap set:
 - Ring KR 3.2 with C-shackle with VG 8-8 and  
 shackle 8-8
 - Lifting strap PB 2000 with KK 8
 - secutex protective sleeve SF-1-60 without edge
 - secutex edge protection mat SPGF-F-10 in 
 200 x 300 mm

The advantages
 - The lifting strap and protective sleeve are 
 permanently linked together
 - Extremely flat loop which is therefore perfect  
 for small gaps Optional

Optional
- Various surfaces available 
- secutex turning mat against uncontrolled   
 slipping on floor 

We recommend against turning stacked coils 
upright on the stack. The first choice for the 
raising of packages delivered in a horizontal 
position with split straps is therefore always a 
coil turning seat. However, there is not always a 
fixed installation for raising narrow coils.

The secutex split band turning strap has two 
different attachment ends. One end loop of the 
secutex lifting strap is flat [see small image], and 
can be easily threaded through the gap between 
the split bands.

The flat end loop can then be easily hooked into 
the forged C-shackle. The protective sleeve is 
positioned against the „sharp edges“ of the coil. 
During lifting, the strap moves freely through the 
protective sleeve while the latter remains moti-
onless against the load. There is no movement, 
and therefore no wear, against the „sharp edges“.

To raise stacked coils 

Optional secutex turning mat: no uncontrolled slipping

secutex Split band 
turning strap

01.3  SECUTEX PROTECTIVE HOSES 

secutex Split band turning strap
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